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ProtectingProtecting
your your crewcrew



Get the facts at
TFT.com/CrewProtect

Breathe Easy,
Your Crew Is Protected.

After leaving a fire, your clothing 
and equipment are contaminated 
with cancer causing particulates 
and Volatile Organic Compounds. 
At medical responses, you are 
exposed to both bacterial and viral 
threats. CrewProtect and Station-
Protect are complete air filtration 
systems that address those threats 
and help prevent deaths due to 
viruses and cancer.

www.rockymountainphoenix.com

Western Canada’s
Authorized 

Dealer Order Desk 1-888-815-0500

•  Cleans the air in your gear rooms, sleeping 
quarters, and living spaces up to 2400 ft2
 
•  Removes particulates, VOCs, smoke, aerosols 
carrying viruses and bacteria, and even mold

•  Portable and works on standard electrical outlets

•  Created for the fire service with proven and 
patented filtration technology

•  Mount anywhere in your cab or ambulance 
body

•  Plug-and-play solution for your new or 
in-service trucks

Reduce Airborne Cancer and Viral Threats 
in the Truck and at the Station



FOR FR UNIFORMS • STATION WEAR & MORE!FOR FR UNIFORMS • STATION WEAR & MORE!
YOUR ONE STOP SHOPYOUR ONE STOP SHOP

FIRST RESPONDERSFIRST RESPONDERS
AND SECURITYAND SECURITY

VIEW OUR ONLINE CATALOGUE HERE:

Toll Free: 1-800-565-6664
E-mail: online@derks.ca

CUSTOMIZEDCUSTOMIZED
ACCESSORIESACCESSORIES
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Optimal Crisis Event 
Management
Providing all the visuals, data and 
communication needed to prevent and 
contain an emergency situation

For more information visit: 

www.go-arc.com

Emergency Preparedness: Plan, train, communicate, and 
implement emergency prevention and response

Emergency Management: Converge big data with a dynamic 
real-time view of emergency operations
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A MESSAGE FROM WAYNE ROSE
AIFEMA President

The environment that we all work and live in is different now and seems ever changing, but the topics that we have 
just covered at our March meetings in Edmonton were centred around recovery and resilience, which is the primary 
focus of many of our industry peers. As we move cautiously into normalcy, we rely and depend on organizations 
and partners like AIFEMA and its members to learn from and share with one another, as is the foundation of our 
association. We value you, our members, and the commitment to AIFEMA.

I, along with your executive, look forward to seeing everyone at the September session in Calgary.

Sincerely, Wayne Rose 

www.behrintegrated.com

•  Fire and Emergency Services Reviews 
and Master Plans 

•  Community and Facility Risk Assessments

•  Emergency Response Plans 

•  Fire Station Location, Design and 
Functional Studies 

•  Fire Apparatus and Equipment 
Procurement Consulting

•  Geospatial Services

•  Emergency Response Team 
Feasibility Studies 

•  Fire and Life Safety Code Consulting 

•  Business Continuity and Recovery Planning 

•  Pre-Fire Plans 

•  Emergency Management Training, 
Design and Facilitation 

www.behrintegrated.com

We offer a multi-faceted team with over 450 years of combined 
frontline and leadership experience, and consultation expertise 
that specialize in fire, rescue, and emergency management.

Be Prepared. We Can Help.
Calgary – Kitchener

Real Experience Matters!
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As we all return to normalcy after two years of Zoom and Teams meetings, it was great to see you all earlier this year 
at our Spring face-to-face meeting in Edmonton. I have heard from lots of the members that this past meeting was 
the most successful we’ve held to date. I want to thank all the guest speakers and members of the panel, as well as 
Kerri for all her hard work, time, and effort to support our association. I am really looking forward to seeing you all 
in the fall. 

Sincerely, Jason Linton 

A MESSAGE FROM JASON LINTON
AIFEMA Vice-President

A MESSAGE FROM SHAWN HARE
AIFEMA Past President

Dear AIFEMA members, colleagues, and Emergency Review readers,
Welcome back to the 2022 edition of the AIFEMA Emergency Review! I write this message one month after our 

first full bi-annual meeting in two years, and I can’t tell you how good it felt to see the members in person again. 
Thank you again to all the members who attended our March 2022 Edmonton meeting and made it a success. 

As always, I’m excited to see what our members and colleagues have contributed to the magazine this year. 
Following these past few challenging years, I am certain there are many new advancements and lessons to share, and this magazine 
has always been a great method for sharing these amongst our peers.

Thank you for the support of the readers, sponsors, and contributors of the AIFEMA Emergency Review! magazine, and thank you 
to the team at DEL Communications Inc. 

Have a safe Spring/Summer 2022, and I will see you in Calgary in September.

Sincerely, Shawn Hare 

Suite 300, 6 Roslyn Road, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada  R3L 0G5
Toll Free:1.866.831.4744 | Toll Free Fax: 1.866.711.5282

www.delcommunications.com

We offer outstanding personal service and quality  in the areas of:
CREATIVE DESIGN  |  ADVERTISING SALES

TRADE PUBLICATIONS  |  QUALIFIED SALES & EDITORIAL TEAM

DEL Communications Inc. and you, 
THE KEY TO SUCCESS.
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A MESSAGE FROM KERRI SINCLAIR 
AIFEMA Secretary Treasurer 

First, I want to thank the executive for supporting me in my role as the Secretary/Treasurer. I celebrate my 12th year 
in this position in 2022 (I thought someone told me it was a two-year term?!). I also want to thank our membership; 
our association is incredibly lucky to have such a strong, supportive group of individuals. As we move out of the bleak 
2020/2021 years, we are looking forward to 2022.

Second, if you’ve never heard of AIFEMA (Alberta Industrial Fire and Emergency Management Association) before, 
we’re glad you’ve picked up a copy of our annual magazine. Our association has been active for over 30 years and has over 100 
memberships (258 members) in 2022. We hold bi-annual meetings, host an annual golf tournament, have access to new product 
information, host networking receptions for our members, and enjoy listening to our product specialist and educational guest 
speakers. We also appreciate the sponsorships that are given to us so generously from our members to improve our bi-annual 
meetings/golf tournament.

Third, our association is pleased to be part of a yearly sponsorship with Lakeland College’s Emergency Training Centre to help 
support local fire students. The students who meet the following criteria are awarded a $500 scholarship: a) achieve the highest 
cumulative GPA (minimum 80 per cent required), b)  considered leaders in their programs, and c) residents born in Alberta. We are 
excited to announce our 2021 recipients as Taylor Lougheed from Red Deer (Firefighter Training Program) and Daniel Matiushyk 
from Armena (EST: Fire Program). Check out page 14 for their stories.

To all contributors who submitted articles, editorials, and advertisements, we thank you! Without your support and 
contributions, our magazine would not be such a success. Finally, a big thanks to DEL Communications for supporting our 
association with this magazine!

Contact us at info@aifema.ca if you’d like to join!
Check out our website at www.aifema.ca to learn more.

Sincerely, Kerri Sinclair 

“Alone we can do so little; together we can do so much.” 
~ Helen Keller

WE OFFER OUTSTANDING 
PERSONAL SERVICE AND 

QUALITY IN THE  AREAS OF...

• Creative Design

• Advertising sales

• Trade Publications

• Video Production & Editing

• Qualified Sales & 
Editorial Teamw
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Helping your members 
stay connected is
WHAT WE DO.
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MESSAGE FROM RANDY SCHROEDER  
President, Alberta Fire Chiefs Association (AFCA)

I am pleased to bring greetings once again to your members on behalf of the Alberta Fire Chiefs Association. Your 
association is fortunate to have a strong and diverse membership eager to share ideas and improve principles 
required for planning and response to life safety issues within our industrial sector. Like you, the membership of the 
Alberta Fire Chiefs Association continually meets and collaborates to improve service delivery to Albertans across 
our wonderful province. I look forward to seeing many of you at our annual Conference and Trade Show in Red Deer 

May 29-31, 2022. For information on this, visit www.afca.ca.
Working together the leaders in our respective fire services, response agencies, and departments, etc. improve the safety 

of all who live, work, and play in any part of our province. The AFCA looks forward to a continued collaborative partnership 
with the AIFEMA. I hope to meet with you this fall!

Sincerely, Randy Schroeder 

ComplianceAssistant.ca | 416.483.2895 

Are you Fire Code 
Compliant? 
ComplianceAssistant™

can help.
ComplianceAssistant™ simplifi es managing and 
maintaining the compliance process. It tracks, collects, 
and organizes data, and keeps a record of inspections 
and reports in one place. Compliance documents 
and reports are accessible on-demand for any fi re, 
insurance, or third-party audit. Simplify your process 
and stay compliant.
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Mission Statement 

To promote awareness of industrial fire protection and emergency 
management by information sharing and joint problem solving 

to minimize damage, loss, and injury throughout the industry 
 

Membership	Benefits	  

 

• Promoting awareness of industrial fire protection and emergency services through information 
sharing and joint problem solving 

• The Alberta Industrial Fire and Emergency Management Association is endorsed by the Alberta 
Fire Chiefs Association and Alberta Municipal Affairs Public Safety Division and has a voice 
within these organizations 

• Network with your peers and discuss incidents in the mining, pulp and paper, petrochemical, 
fertilizer, and oil refining sectors throughout Canada 

• Bi-Annual Membership meetings in Edmonton and Calgary 

• Guest speakers from industry, government and regulatory agencies inform the Alberta 
Industrial Fire and Emergency Management Association members about ever-changing codes, 
regulatory requirements, and how they impact industry 

• Alberta Municipal Affairs Public Safety Division, enabling us to keep up on and have a say on 
issues which pertain to emergency response and training for emergency response personnel 

• The Alberta Industrial Fire and Emergency Management Association members practice the 
sharing of information from incidents within our organizations. We bring back to our companies 
“Lessons Learned” making our environments a safer place to work 

• Vendor members present industrial/municipal members with new fire and safety cutting-edge 
product lines and technology as they come on the market 

• Interact and exchange information with current members and keynote speakers at bi-annual 
meetings 

• Develop solutions with other emergency management, emergency response professionals and 
organization stakeholders from all sectors 

• Sponsorship opportunities for vendor members to display and promote their services and 
products 

• Attend the annual Alberta Industrial Fire and Emergency Management Golf Tournament to 
enjoy a relaxing golf game and reception while strengthening business connections and 
developing new networking opportunities 

 
 

 

QUESTIONS? 
Telephone: (403) 701-2368 
Website: www.aifema.ca 
Email: info@aifema.ca 
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COME AND JOIN OUR CURRENT MEMBERS TODAY!

1892585 Alberta Inc.
3M Scott Fire and Safety
A.S. Roach Fire Services Ltd.
Airdrie Fire Department
Alberta Agriculture and Forestry
Alberta Pacific Forest Industries Inc.
AMA, AEMA and AFCA
ARC Resources
Associated Fire Safety Group Inc.
Atlas Fire & Safety Equipment Ltd
BEHR Integrated Solutions Inc.
Black Gold Emergency Planners Inc
Brooks Fire Department
Building Reports Canada
Canadian Natural Resources Limited - Albian Sands
Canadian Natural Resources Limited - Horizon Oil Sands
Cenovus Energy
Cenovus Energy - Lloydminster
Cenovus Energy - Sunrise
Clean Harbors
Commercial Emergency Equipment Co.
Concorde Sales & Marketing
Convergint Technologies
Co-op Refinery Complex
County of Vermilion River
Darryl Shyian
Derks and Fivestar Uniforms
Dow Chemical - Prentiss Site
Draeger Safety Canada Ltd.
Drago-ISI Inc.
Dynamic Rescue Systems
Dynamic Well Control Inc.
Edmonton Fire and Rescue
Electrogas Monitors Ltd
Emergency Response Assistance Canada
Enbridge
Fides Novus Marketing Inc.
Fire and Flood Emergency Services Ltd.
Fire Industry Repair & Maintenance Inc. (The)
Firemaster Oilfield Services Inc - Drayton Valley
FireRein Inc.
FireWise Consulting Ltd.
First Response Inc.
Flash Fire & Safety
Fort Garry Fire Truck
Gibson Energy
Global Training Centre
GO ARC
Guillevin International
Hellfire Suppression
Imperial Oil (ESSO) - Strathcona
Imperial Oil Resources - Kearl Operations
Integrated Emergency and Safety Services Inc.
Intercontinental Truck Body Inc
Irwin’s Safety and Industrial Labour Services

Jensen Hughes Consulting Canada Ltd.
Johnson Controls
Johnson Controls - Industrial Fire Alarm Sales
Keyera Energy
Lakeland College Emergency Training Centre
Leduc County Fire Services
Levitt Safety
Lloydminster Fire Department
Local Helicopter Emergency Response Organization Foundation
MES Architecture Ltd.
Methanex Corporation
MSA
National Foam Inc.
Nova Chemicals Ltd.
Paratech Inc.
Paul Prevost, Consultant
Pembina Pipeline Corporation
Perimeter Solutions
PMO Global Services
Primco Dene EMS LP
Pro Rescue Services Inc.
QM Environmental
Railway Association of Canada (RAC)
Rapid Response Industrial Group Ltd.
Rocky Mountain Phoenix
Rotaflow Controls Inc.
Safetek Emergency Vehicles Ltd.
Safety Boss Inc.
Saracen Fire and Rescue
Shell Canada Scotford Complex
Sherritt International Corporation
Starfield-Lion
Strathcona County Emergency Services
Suncor Energy Corporation
Suncor Energy Edmonton Refinery
Suncor Energy Fort Hills
Suncor Energy Oil Sands
Superior Fire Control Ltd.
Syncrude Canada Ltd.
TC Energy
TC Energy - Liquids Business Unit
Tennacor Canada Inc.
Terra Water Systems
T’NT Work & Rescue
Total Fire Solutions
Turnaround Rescue
Tyco Integrated Fire & Security Canada Inc.
Vereburn Medical Supply Ltd.
Victaulic
Wasp Manufacturing Ltd.
West Fraser Mills
Westvac Industrial Ltd.
WFR Wholesale Fire & Rescue Ltd.
Williams Fire and Hazard Controls
Winner Garment Industries Ltd.

MEMBERS



COME AND JOIN OUR CURRENT MEMBERS TODAY!

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP
 APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP 
 

 
ALBERTA INDUSTRIAL FIRE 
AND EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT 
ASSOCIATION 
 

 
 

Date 

 

Name Title 

 

Organization Name 

 

Primary Mailing Address 

 

City Province Postal Code 

 

Phone Number  Cell Number  

 

Primary Email 

 

Website (this website will be posted on www.aifema.ca)  

 

If you would like other individuals in your company to receive information about upcoming meetings, industrial 
or vendor updates, please list their name(s) and email address(es) below: 

Name Email Address 

 

Name  Email Address 

 

$250 Membership Fee:    Please issue a receipt 

 Cheque  
Mail completed application and cheque to Alberta Industrial Fire and Emergency Management 
Association, Box 2077, Cochrane, Alberta, T4C 1B8 

 Credit Card  Visit www.aifema.ca/membership to complete application and pay online 
 

 

QUESTIONS? 
Telephone: (403) 701-2368 
Email: info@aifema.ca   
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Daniel Matiushyk
I am from a small farming community of Armena, Alberta. Growing up with 

firefighters being heroes in my eyes, I felt a strong draw to pursue this career, and once I 
committed myself to the service, I have never looked back.

I was in Battalion 24 of the Emergency Services Technologist program at Lakeland 
College, which gave me the training and knowledge I need to get my career started. 
The friendships and memories made while in Vermilion will last a lifetime, and I am 
so grateful for the entire experience. The staff was truly amazing in the effort and care 
they put into making sure everything ran without a hitch, even during the COVID-19 
pandemic. I am currently working on a helitack wildfire crew with hopes of achieving a 
position on a career department once the season is over. 

I am honored to have been chosen for the AIFEMA scholarship award. And I would 
like to thank everyone at Lakeland College for their support, as well as the AIFEMA 
organization for all that you do to promote new advancements and safety within the 
service.

Taylor Lougheed
I grew up in Red Deer, Alberta and moved to Edmonton after 

high school. Initially, I pursued a career in software development 
that led me to living in Vancouver for four years. Out in the Lower 
Mainland, I made a career switch to EMS, first with the British 
Columbia Ambulance Service and then with Alberta Health 
Services in Edmonton. After 12 years in front-line pre-hospital 
care, the last five of which were as an Advanced Care Paramedic, I 
made the switch to firefighting in January of 2021.

I now work at an oil sands site in Northern Alberta in a 
combined Fire/EMS/Rescue service. My transition to working in 
a fire department was difficult at first, as there was lots to learn 
in my new role. Part of this learning was attending the blended 
firefighting program at Lakeland College. I started in May of 
2021 with the in-person part of the program during the month 
of August. It was a positive experience with lots of good people 

around, all eager to learn and grow together, excited to start their new paths in life.
Firefighting has been a great change for me. The teamwork and camaraderie are a welcome change from my previous career, and 

I look forward to the challenges ahead. The opportunities for learning and development are plentiful and welcome. 
Thank you to the Alberta Industrial Fire and Emergency Management Association for the award!

AIFEMA is proud to partner with Lakeland College’s Emergency Training Centre for the ninth 
AIFEMA Scholarship. Congratulations to the winners of this year’s AIFEMA $500 scholarship.

2021 AIFEMA2021 AIFEMA
Scholarship recipients

The current criteria for the AIFEMA Scholarship are:
• Alberta resident     • Highly respected by their platoon

• A graduate of the Fire Fighter Training Program or EST Program who has achieved an 
overall minimum grade average of 80 per cent



www.dynamicrescue.com    |    info@dynamicrescue.com    |    1-888-965-5228 

SAFETY CONSULTING    |    RESCUE TRAINING
STANDBY RESCUE TEAMS    |    EQUIPMENT SALES
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Over the last two years (and counting), the 
global pandemic has woven itself through 
the fabric of virtually every aspect of 
Canadian life. But perhaps in no place is 
this more evident than within the nation’s 

first responder community.

Strathcona County Emergency Services is an integrated 

fire department serving approximately 100,000 residents (70 

per cent urban/30 per cent rural) within more than 1,200 

square kilometres − from Edmonton east to Elk Island Park, 

and from Highway 38 in the north down to Ministik Lake 

near the US border.

The arrival of COVID-19 has forced Strathcona County 

Emergency Services to find new and innovative ways to 

stay connected with each other and the public, as well as to 

continue working as a team. 

“Before the pandemic, we were always proud to invite the 

public in to see the trucks and learn about what we do, and 

closing those doors was really hard on everyone,” says Deputy 

Chief of Operations Devin Capcara. “We worked to keep this 

connection by conducting virtual fire hall tours, starting 

up a program where parents could book a fire truck to drive 

by their house with the lights flashing and surprise their 

children for birthdays, and on hot days, we went to the park 

to hand out freezie popsicles − socially distanced, of course.”

To ensure safe physical distancing, meetings also were 

moved from small meeting rooms to more appropriate spaces, 

a virtual component was incorporated to training, and public 

access to the fire halls was restricted.

“The culture of the fire department is built on camaraderie 

and teamwork, and being required to minimize interactions 

with each other and the public has been tough, especially 

as we went through the different waves and phases,” says 

Capcara.  “So now that we’re starting to see light at the end of 

the tunnel, it’s fair to say that everyone really needs a break.”

The pandemic was an extremely fluid situation, especially 

in the early days when Alberta’s first responders were 

bombarded with information and speculation about the virus. 

Strathcona County
Emergency Services
and the impact of the pandemic

By Paul Adair

We are committed to providing patients and 
family members a high level of care. Our 

mission is to protect from risk the things that 
matter to those we serve.



Peace of mind. A good night’s sleep 
takes more than a comfortable bed, it 
takes knowing that your family is safe. 
That’s why, for more than a decade, 
the Enbridge Safe Community First 
R e s p o n d e r  G r a n t  P r o g r a m  h a s 
granted more than $20 million to local 
first responders in neighbourhoods 
across North America. We are proud 
to support these dedicated individuals 
who put their own lives on the line 
to ensure that ours are protected 
at all  times . When the energy you 
invest in life meets the energy we fuel 
it  with ,  safe communities happen .
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As such, Strathcona County Emergency Services needed to 
become increasingly more efficient at communicating, and 
today it’s much more agile as an organization because of it.

“We have become much more accustomed to having 
to adjust on the fly,” Capcara says. “We were pivoting 
constantly in those early days but thanks to all the changing 
pandemic restrictions, we’ve become much quicker at being 
able to shift things that used to take three or four months 
down to just weeks.”

Even before the pandemic, Alberta’s first responders 
routinely faced a high risk of acute trauma over time, and 
the pandemic has only added an extra layer of stress to an 

Above: We are honoured to serve and inspired to lead.

Right: Staying connected with our community by wishing our 
young residents’ happy birthday with a drive-by.

already stressful job. And where both physical and mental 
wellness was already top of mind prior to COVID-19, the 
experience of the last two years has only intensified this 
focus going forward.

“The pandemic really brought mental wellness to the 
forefront and we have been putting extra effort into creating 
more awareness about the supports available for our people,” 
says Capcara.  “Today there’s much less stigma about seeking 
help and more understanding about when to reach out before 
the stress reaches a crisis point. This has certainly been one 
of the greatest silver linings over the last two years, and one 
that will surely make us stronger in the future.” 

“ We were pivoting constantly in those 
early days but thanks to all the changing 
pandemic restrictions, we’ve become 
much quicker at being able to shift 
things that used to take three or four 
months down to just weeks.”
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WHEN YOU NEED THE PROFESSIONALS!

Edmonton  780-289-2762 
Calgary  587-999-4915

www.prorescueservices.com

Technical Rescue 
Training and Standby 

Rescue Teams

• Standby Rescue
• Turnaround Support

• Confined Space   • High/Low Angle
• Water & Trench Rescue 

• Fall Protection 
• Industrial Installations 

Pro Rescue Services believes in creating strong 
relationships with its customers and their 

contractors to enable them to provide the safest 
work experiences possible.

COMPLIANT

SUITE 300, 6 ROSLYN ROAD, WINNIPEG, MANITOBA, CANADA 

www.delcommunications.com

THE KEY TO PUBLISHING SUCCESS.

We offer outstandingWe offer outstanding
personal service and qualitypersonal service and quality

in the areas of:in the areas of:

• Creative • Creative DesignDesign  • Advertising Sales  • Advertising Sales

• Trade Publications • Video Production & Editing• Trade Publications • Video Production & Editing

• Qualified Sales & Editorial Team• Qualified Sales & Editorial Team
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An industrial fire truck is a heavy-duty apparatus 
specifically designed to manage high-risk and 
dangerous fire scenarios requiring the highest 
capabilities of both water and foam suppression 
systems.

While a traditional pumper truck features a water flow rate 
of 1,500 or 2,000 gallons per minute (GPM), an industrial fire 
truck − or high-flow industrial apparatus − offers water flow 
rates between 3,000 and up to 10,000 GPM.

An industrial fire is complex enough. Pierce has taken the 
complicated industrial pump panel and simplified operation. 
Pierce’s exclusive valve controllers provide true valve position 
indication with an unprecedented level of control with just 
the touch of a button. Need the facts? Pierce’s new, industry-
revolutionizing flow meters provide accurate flow data across a 
broad range of flowrates.

Some of the features that Pierce High Flow Industrial 
apparatus include:
•  Fire pump 

— 5,500 GPM from draft 
—  10,000+ GPM from a pressurized water source

Introduction to PierceIntroduction to Pierce
Industrial Fire ApparatusIndustrial Fire Apparatus

 —  Serviceable between the frame rails, reducing service & 
maintenance times

• Customizable inlet configurations
 —  Up to 12-inch available
 —  Adaptable to six inches for pressurized water source 

applications
• Multiple discharge outlet sizes
 —  Up to 12-inch available
 —  Foam ratio controllers through 10 inches
 —  Accurate foam solution flow rates over 10,000 GPM from a 

single discharge
•  Multi-function valve controllers control both discharge valve 

operation & foam metering valve regulation for simplified 
operation

•  All valve actuators have manual overrides as standard for 
redundant operator control

•   Up to 14 discharges available
 Pierce’s exclusive Husky 450 high-flow foam system offers 
up to 15,000 GPM of finished water/foam solution at three per 
cent, at operating pressures through a range of 75-250 psi.

The Husky foam system utilizes a non-recirculating 
automatic pressure system to ensure foam concentrate does not 
recirculate back to the foam tank while automatically balancing 
the foam pressure to water pressure.

From high-flow industrial fire pumpers and aerial ladders 
and platforms to specially optioned ARFF-style apparatus with 
high reach extendable turrets, Pierce/Oshkosh and Commercial 
Emergency Equipment have the right apparatus for industrial 
fire protection requirements in Alberta. 

Commercial has two Alberta branches − our longstanding 
Calgary facility and a new $10M+ 47,000-square-foot facility 
in Edmonton. Commercial also maintains service centres and 
mobile service and testing from coast to coast with seven total 
branches. With our extensive presence, Commercial Emergency 
Equipment provides best-in-class product knowledge, customer 
support, and technical expertise to keep Alberta’s industrial 
sites safe. Reach out to one of our fire apparatus experts to 
assist you develop your unique solutions. 



SALES • PARTS • SERVICE • SUPPORT • TRAINING
Vancouver | Surrey | Calgary | Edmonton | Regina | Winnipeg | Woodstock

• Best in class product knowledge, customer support, and technical expertise 
• 24 hour Emergency Service 
• OEM Parts and Equipment
• Fire pump, foam and CAFS testing and maintenance
• Inspections (apparatus, delivery, and aerial)

ComEmerg.ca 
1-800-665-6126

EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT CO.
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Firefighter’s face numerous on-the-job risks, 
sprains and strains, cuts, burns, physical and 
mental stress, heat exhaustion, exposure to 
hazardous and toxic substances, etc. While many 
of these risks can be mitigated with proper gear, 

equipment, training, and health care, exposure to contaminants 
requires a multifaceted approach. These frequent exposures 
to contaminants present a significantly higher probability of a 
variety of diseases and health problems, so protecting your fire 
station’s crew from the moment they enter the station to the 
moment they leave to go home to their families is a top priority 
that requires the implementation of a risk reducing plan.

Job-related exposures contribute to chronic illnesses such 
as cancer and heart disease. According to the Firefighter 
Cancer Support Network (FCSN), cancer it the most dangerous 
threat to firefighter health and safety today. Data from the 
International Association of Fire Fighters (IAFF) report finding 
66 per cent of firefighter line-of-duty deaths from 2002 to 2019 
were caused by cancer. Heart disease caused 18 per cent of 
LODDs for the same period. Research conducted by the CDC/
National institute for occupational Health and Safety (NIOSH) 
found firefighters have a nine per cent higher risk of being 
diagnosed with cancer than the general US population. 

Firefighter health and safety risks are real. So, how do you 
protect your crew? Taking proactive actions to reduce the 
effects of fire contaminants and other airborne pollutants are a 
fire departments best defense. Fire industry-related innovations 
have made it possible for a fire department to limit hazardous 
exposure to cancer-causing carcinogens and contaminants on 

Protecting 
your crew 

the job. Portable DECON systems such as the DECON/pak™ 
Portable Decontamination System by Task Force Tip (TFT) is a 
self-contained agent proportioning and rinse application system 
developed specifically for gross decontamination of firefighting 
personnel and equipment on scene. Decontaminating gear 
and equipment on scene limits contaminant exposure and 
transportation of contaminants back to the fire station.

The National Fire Protection Agency NFPA 1851 – 2020 
standards recommend advanced cleaning of personal protective 
equipment (PPE) at least every six months; however, washing 
and sanitizing more frequently or after each fire call could 
further reduce exposure and protect firefighter health and 
safety. PPE extractor/washing machines and dryers such as 
the Ready Rack Extractor and Firehouse Express product lines 
are turnout gear extractors and dryers that can be installed in 
the fire station to allow cleaning and sanitizing of protective 
clothing after every fire call. Having a second set of turnouts 
for your crew ensures that every member has access to safe, 
clean, and sanitized gear. Decon equipment washers such as 
the Meiko DECON TopClean M machines offer an innovative 
new way of achieving perfect cleaning and disinfection results 
for Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA) and respirator 
masks. This machine offers reliable hygiene for mask wearers, 
ensuring SCBA and respirator masks are clean and safe to wear.

In 2020, more firefighters died in the line of duty than 
since 2001. According to a research report issued by NFPA 
in October 2021, the largest share of firefighter deaths in the 
US was due to exposure to COVID-19 while on the job. These 
cases were related to specific emergency calls and medical calls 

Provided by Rocky Mountain Phoenix
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where firefighters had been exposed to infected members of the 
public, while others were related to exposures at the fire station.

Protecting your crew after a fire starts with the air in the 
cab of the fire apparatus on scene. After a fire, the air in a cab is 
polluted with volatile organic compounds (VOCs), particulates, 
and soot. In addition, viruses that may have been exhaled by 
an infected person on scene (aerosol carrying viruses), such as 
SARS-CoV-2 which causes COVID-19, remain suspended in the 
air for a period without significant dilution and can remain in 
the air for prolonged periods due to air currents. These harmful 
pollutants can circulate in the fire apparatus cab or ambulance 
and be subsequently inhaled by its occupants.

Properly protecting occupants in an enclosed space from 
multiple threats requires an innovative solution that lowers 
the risk by mitigating VOCs, particulates, soot, and aerosol-
carrying viruses without creating harmful by-products. 
Task Force Tips (TFT) partnered with PuraShield to develop 
CrewProtect™, a unique self-contained and comprehensive 
filtration system for enclosed apparatus cabs that attacks 
VOCs, particulates, soot, and airborne viruses. CrewProtect™ is 
designed to capture multiple threats in various conditions; open 
windows, closed windows, air conditioners/heater running or 
not and automatically shut on/off with the truck. The system 
is effective in all atmospheric conditions including hot, cold, 
humid, and dry environments. The “plug and play” installation 
design means an easy connection to standard truck power; 
it can be mounted in multiple locations/orientation as a new 
install or retrofit.

Back at the station, crew members returning from a fire call 
may have harmful particulates on their personal protective gear 
and equipment. These contaminants continue to off-gas into 
your station for extended periods. Installation of an in-station 
air filtration system is an effective way to protect your crew. 
The StationProtect™ by TFT cleans the air in your gear rooms, 
sleeping quarters, and living spaces up to 2,400 square feet with 

an airflow up to 655 cfm and protects your crew from cancer-
causing particulates, VOCs, and aerosols carrying viruses, 
bacteria, and mold.

This article is by no means an exhaustive analysis of all the 
processes, procedures, tools, or equipment that may be available 
to reduce firefighter contaminant exposure risks. Much 
research has been conducted by the organizations previously 
mentioned, and whatever the size of your fire department, these 
organizations are a great resource for understanding the risks 
and for developing and implementing a plan to protect your 
crew. 
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In the aftermath of the 
1989 Exxon Valdez spill’s 
management under an Incident 
Command System framework, 
Canada’s downstream and 

integrated petroleum companies 
undertook a serious re-think of their 

Some final hurdles on 
the path to good ICS
By Ken A. Jones, CEM CBCP HAS, Senior Emergency Management Specialist, Health, Safety & Emergency Management, TC Energy

emergency response programs. The main 
result? ICS formally arrived on Alberta’s 
industrial doorstep in the early 1990s. By 
the late 90s, Canada’s provincial wildfire 
agencies and CIFFC were scrutinizing 
ICS and both activities would be 
influential in the 1999 introduction 

of ICS to Alberta’s municipal and 
provincial sectors. The results were clear: 
where properly applied, it brought about 
an immediate step-change improvement 
in response clarity while putting paid 
to the nebulous notions of Emergency 
Site Management. This wasn’t 
without struggles – some of which 
are still experienced by students and 
practitioners alike. Having taught and 
used ICS in both public and industrial 
sectors for more than two decades, I’d 
like to clarify a few of the remaining rub 
points.

DE-MYSTIFY THE PLANNING P
The Planning P intimidates learners 

and users. Just as ICS is project 
management for emergencies, the 
Planning P is meant to guide that project 
from problem-to-plan in nine logical 
steps. We develop objectives, strategies, 
tactics, and safe assignments. Then we 
wrap it up, serve it to Operations, ask 
if that hit the mark – and we adjust for 
next time. Begin training with those 
simple concepts. Add process detail only 
once that foundation is clear.

The Planning P is a process meant to 

Flex Your Span of Control: Don’t hesitate to 
decrease a pre-set Operations Assignment span 

of control as riskier tasks arise.

Demystify the Planning P: It’s just using project management to move from problem to plan in nine steps.



The industry’s most powerful 
parts, service, training and 
warranty program. 

SAFETEK PROFIRE ADVANTAGE
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help facilitate effective team workflow, 
promote necessary communication and 
documentation, and focus on safety 
while achieving your objectives. It’s not 
a step-by-step recipe, nor is it meant 
to bind you or distract from fixing the 
emergency. Likewise, the many ICS 
forms are designed as a recall aid while 
communicating a shared understanding 
and incident memory. Their goal is to 
facilitate predictable outcomes through 
process discipline. They’re meant to 
facilitate your work, not to be an end in 
themselves.

Use of both what is necessary 
to achieve the objectives safely and 
effectively without hindering the 
response.

BRIDGING THE DAY TWO RESPONSE 
CRUX

There’s a bit of an evolution that 
recurs when industry applies ICS over 
a multi-day period. It might be best 
described as:
•  Day One: “We’re just trying to get a 

handle on things…”
•  Day Two: “We’re all here; why isn’t this 

going how we want?”
•  Day Three: “We’re beginning to put the 

pieces together…”
•  Day Four: “Now we’re getting it.”

The pattern is predictable, hard 

to prevent, and saps morale. Speak 
to it in training and acknowledge the 
frustrations openly on response with 
your IMT. Acknowledge the rub points. 
Day One is tough because you have too 
much to do and too few resources. Day 
Two gives you more resources than plan. 
Day three is where it comes together – 
the resources are there, the first IAP is in 
play, and you’re starting your second trip 
around the Planning P. And by day four, 
it’s getting organized − but your boss is 
on you to say how much all this costs!

Day Two is the toughest, the crux 
of the climb. You still have an incident. 
You’re holding yesterday’s Incident Brief, 
have no plan for today, and resources are 
milling around. Your IMT is tempted to 
work today’s tangibles to the exclusion of 
planning for tomorrow’s hypotheticals. 
But if they don’t, Day Three will just be 
a repeat of Day Two. And there’s the 
rub. ICS teaches us that the IC with the 
Ops Section Chief should just continue 
amending the 201/Incident Brief until 
a formal IAP is complete. But there are 
two other options. First, when you arrive 
on site, consider gathering key IMT 
heads together to sketch out a formal 
“Interim Direction” as an addendum 
to the 201. It’s not a full IAP, but it can 
cover essentials – strategies, tactics, 
assignments, resources and safety. Put it 

in action and get the IMT focused on the 
next IAP.

Another option? As your IMT travels 
to site, hold back some of your alternates 
(or use an ICS-trained EOC team) to draft 
up a skeletal Day Two plan overnight. You 
arrive on-site with a rough plan covering 
just Day Two objective assignments – 
commonly, site securement and safety; 
investigation; staging and remediation 
preparation; ICP and Incident Base 
arrangements. It’ll be easier for your IMT 
to focus on creating a Day Three IAP if 
operational resources are assigned and 
the OSC/IC manage most of their Day 
Two needs (ideally supported by an EOC!) 
until the first IAP is generated.

RE-STACK “SMART”
It’s all too common for industrial 

Incident Commanders to write incident 
objectives like “Repair and return the 
process unit to service” or “Clean up the 
spilled oil.” There are two problems with 
those. They’re goaljectives: more goal 
than objective. And as worded they would 
likely transcend multiple operational 
periods. Your PSC and OSC either must 
re-write an objective from which they 
can then derive strategies and tactics for 
the Operating Period, or their strategy 
would look suspiciously like an objective 
and that problem would cascade down the 
chain.

Specific objectives allow us to develop 
strategies, tactics, assignments and 
plans with enough scrutiny on adequate 
resourcing, contingencies, and safety. 
Broad objectives are a weak foundation 
– each subordinate level can fail from 
lack of detail and analysis. Yet ICs and 
IMTs continue to wrestle with making 
objectives “smart.”

SMART is a mnemonic only for ease 
of memory. It’s not meant to imply the 
order by which you create an objective. A 
quicker way to get to a SMART objective 
is:

An EOC using ICS: Whether you use an EOC, ICP or 
both together, ensure someone is conceptualizing 
beyond the current operation period.
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•  Follow P-POST. Once you’ve 
prioritized the problems, the one on 
the top of the list becomes the the “R” 
in smart. If your objective matches that 
problem, then it’s relevant.

•  Next go to the “T” for Time-bound. 
The simplest way to refine this item 
is for (the PSC to prompt) the IC to 
determine “What’s reasonable to 
achieve in this/the next operational 
period for that problem?” Nail that and 
you’ve written what you specifically 
want to fix within the next 12 to 24 
hours.

•  Then comes tweaking. Is it specific 
enough from which to draw out 
strategies (…and on to tactics, analyses, 
resources, and assignments)? Is it 
measurable so your team can “report 
card” on progress? Last is a reality 
check – is it achievable/attainable/
realistic? There – SMART made easier 
and quicker.

FLEX YOUR SPAN-OF-CONTROL
More recent iterations of ICS 

doctrine wisely allow administrative 
and low-risk IMT activities to exceed 
the 1:7 span-of-control ratio. The setting 
of span of control ratios within riskier 
operational assignments is predicated 
on the experience of those conducting 
detailed work and safety analyses (215/a). 
They’re meant to be theoretical ratios 
until they’re field-validated, but mostly 
they’re set and left that way.

Apart from the Ops Section Chief, 
role-specific training for Ops leaders 
is not yet common. Thus, we’re not 
training and telling those leaders to 
adapt their supervisory ratios to the 
safety circumstances at the time. 
Instead, we sign off the IAP, hand out 
Assignment Lists and for the most part 
Ops leaders go with whatever staffing 
they’ve been given.

Is that good safety? Field risk 

changes throughout the day – weather, 
noise, visibility, ground conditions, the 
unplanned. Operations Section leaders 
need to be encouraged to pause and 
plan-within-the-plan, making local 
decisions to drop ratios via increased 
supervision as risk and hazards increase. 
You might start the day with one group 
of seven boats, but as conditions change 
it may be prudent to instead form two 
strike teams. Take it from the pros: 
firefighters routinely use ratios of 1:3 and 
1:1 for the riskiest assignments.

There’s another safety consideration 
that may affect your operational span of 
control. How do you choose to manage 
and account for non-Ops staff from 
other sections working in the field? 
There are many temporary possibilities: 
an Environment Unit survey team; 
Technical Specialists or RESL/SITL 
from Planning; a community outreach 
team; a site tour. When they go to the 

LEARNING
 IN ACTION.

Lakeland College Emergency 
Training Centre offers hands-on 
training with the most 
comprehensive, state-of-the-art 
training grounds in Canada.
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field, are they re-assigned to someone’s 
operational supervision so they’re kept 
briefed, safe, and accounted for? Think 
severe weather warning, new incident 
hazard or loss of control − and even 
supplying lunches across a dispersed 
scene like a river spill. You’ll only go 
through one missing person situation 
before you become a believer in having 
everyone in the field accounted for 
within the Ops Section.

DO I NEED AN EOC, AN ICP OR BOTH?

For a few decades, both emergency 
management and emergency response 
professionals have talked past each other 
on the issue of the need for an EOC, 
an ICP, both or a merged function – 
and whether an EOC should use ICS. 
Let’s put that aside and focus on what 
really makes the difference between 
them. There are two essential functions 
inherent to an EOC that aren’t intrinsic 
to ICP activities:

1)  Thinking about issues beyond the 
current operational period; and

2)  Managing issues occurring outside 
of the incident perimeters (whether 
ensuring continuity of unaffected 
operations or managing the outflow 
from an incident).
You can have the best of both worlds 

if you deliberately incorporate those 
two concepts. Supporting an ICP and 
managing what’s happening outside 
its perimeters comes naturally to an 
EOC. But for incidents without an 
ICP the EOC can be consumed with 
simultaneously managing both impacted 
and unaffected areas. The tyranny of the 
urgent can tempt us to assign all EOC 
resources to work the now problems. But 
it’s important to segregate and assign 
resources to advance planning. Ten 
people working the immediate problem 
will be no more (and likely less) effective 
than nine working that problem with 
one locked away on forward thinking 
and planning.

In a situation where an Incident 
Management Team (IMT) is responding 
without EOC support, the activities and 
structure of the ICP can be modified 
to incorporate management of both 
incident remediation and incident 
consequence/impact management 
activities. It’s just not a widely taught 
part ICS curriculum, but its foreseeable 
and reasonable to exercise how you 
can structure operations, logistics and 
your IMT to manage both. ICS-based 
EOCs do it for floods all the time. As 
for forward thinking – try an Advance 
Planning Technical Specialist, Unit, or 
Deputy assigned to the task.

THE VALUE OF ICS
In the years when debates raged 

whether to adopt ICS, many rationales 
were brought forward as to the 
benefits. Looking back through many 
emergencies and disasters I have to say 
they were right – despite the EOC debate 
and other hurdles mentioned here. 
ICS helps us respond together much 
better than a myriad of predecessor 
frameworks variably focused on insular 
management, excessive inclusion, 
autonomous concertation, and just plain 
agency evolutions wrapped in lingo. The 
tangible benefits of ICS are hard to beat. 
My favorites?

EIGHT CORE ADVANTAGES OF ICS
•  Focuses on objectives
•  Forces accountability
•  Prioritizes safety
•  Promotes structure
•  Prompts communication
•  Prevents freelancing
•  Controls resources
•  Documents a history

Ken Jones is Senior Emergency 
Management Specialist with TC Energy. 
His background spans the emergency 
services, industrial emergency response, 
and government emergency management. 
His related article “Stop, Start, and 
Change: Evaluating the teaching of ICS” 
was published in the AIFPA Emergency 
Review 2015. 
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Technical
rope equipment

continues to evolve

It wasn’t long ago that the 
standard in the world of 
technical rope rescue was a 
brake rack and tandem prusik 
belay. Although it’s important 

to know where the industry started, 
it’s more important to know where 
it’s going. With the help from end 
users, distributors, and manufacturers 
around the world, the industry is 
constantly evolving, which benefits rope 
technicians by making their jobs safer 
and easier to accomplish.

Over the past two years, we’ve seen 
several teams reduce training time 
because of COVID and the resulting 
need to keep people separated, to limit 
the spread of the virus. Now more than 
ever we see the need to keep systems 
simple and use equipment that has a 
multitude of applications. The device 
we believe has done as much for the 
industry as the MPD did when it rolled 
out is the CMC Clutch by Harken 
Industrial. The Clutch has quickly 
become the industry standard in 
Technical Rope Rescue and has gained 
significant interest in the Rope Access 
market. With the introduction of the 
Clutch also came the rollout of NFPA 
G rated 11-millimetre rope, allowing 
many fire departments to shed upwards 
of 15 to 20 pounds, depending on the 
amount of rope which they deploy with. 
The Clutch has also allowed teams the 
ability to become more efficient with less 
members, particularly with the benefit of 
having one operator run a “shark-finned” 
true twin tension rope system (TTRS), 
rather than having a dedicated main and 
dedicated belay operator.

Redundancy is another topic of 
discussion amongst technical rope 
professionals. The issues surrounding 
multiple connection points and 
stacking rigging plates continues to 
be debated. Our stance continues to 
be that system failure will most likely 
occur from human error, rather than 
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the spontaneous failure of a rated 45KN 
rigging plate! However, we believe that 
redundancy should focus on the need 
for high-quality edge protection, as that 
is a potential area of failure even with 
the caliber of ropes that are used in the 
market. 

We recently had the opportunity 
to travel to North Carolina to meet 
with STREP, one of our valued 
manufacturers. During this time, we 
were able to design and fabricate edge 

protection concepts right in their 
factory. The result was the creation of 
an innovative Modular Matting system 
as well as an all-new Edge Sleeve line. 
The matting system is designed in both 
a lightweight and standard system. The 
lightweight model is designed for teams 
that prefer a system that’s low profile and 
easy to compact in their gear bags, while 
the standard system is designed for the 
Rope Access professionals and includes 
additional padding that protects both 
their ropes and the client’s building by 
limiting rope damage to surfaces such 
as facia. The modular mat system comes 
equipped with opposing VELCRO® 
stripping which allows a removable wear 
sheet (RWS) to be used, and over time, 
as the RWS wears out, it can simply be 
replaced without having to replace the 
entire mat. The RWS is also designed so 
that it can deployed as a separate mat 
if additional protection is needed at a 

separate location. Additionally, the RWS 
can be VELCROed together creating a 
24-inch or 36-inch sleeve (depending 
on the mat and RWS you choose). The 
modular mat system includes a Molle-
style looping system which easily 
allows an edge roller to be attached 
and assists in the reduction of friction 
on heavy raises. The edge roller easily 
fastens to the mat, without having to 
attach a separate cord or straps to keep 
it in place. The underside of the mat is 
bordered by a strip of ShoreGrip®, which 
assists in keeping the mat in place prior 
to it being secured, particularly on a 
smooth surface.

The rope industry continues to 
evolve and the rope technicians, and 
patients in the rope rescue world, will 
benefit. As end-users, distributors 
and manufacturers continue to work 
together, the status quo will continue to 
be pushed! 
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Our motto at Fort Garry Fire Trucks is 
“One Tough Truck”. Just how tough are 
we talking? Considering that many of 
the vehicles that roll out of our Canadian 
manufacturing plant will be called upon 
to work in some of the most inhospitable 
conditions on the planet. That includes 
everything from bone-chilling lows of 

Fort Garry Fire Trucks:
Tough today, tough tomorrow
By Trevor Robb, Marketing Manager

-60° C in Canada’s North to blistering 
highs of 50° C in desert climates halfway 
around the world. And they often have to 
travel on some of the most treacherous 
roads around to get to where they need 
to go. 
Fort Garry Fire Trucks is Canada’s oldest 
and largest manufacturer of firefighting 

apparatus, and we sell more than 100 rigs 
in a typical year. While the bulk of those 
sales are here in Canada, where we supply 
equipment to every province, we also 
serve our neighbours to the south in the 
United States and as far away as China, 
Chile, Cuba, Costa Rica, Pakistan, the 
Bahamas, and the United Arab Emirates. 
We boast one of the largest fire apparatus 
engineering departments amongst our 
competitors, devoted to the design and 
production of equipment for the most 
extreme conditions in the world. 
With the exception of the commercial 
chassis used in some of our trucks, every 
aspect of design and construction is 
handled by our employees, from painting 
— we offer more than 160 shades of red 
— to pump assembly. As our company 
has grown over the years, so too have 
our product lines. We build everything 
from small rescue trucks all the way up 
to our top-of-the-line Bronto Skylift, 
with an articulating aerial device that 
can reach hard-to-access spots. In fact, 
we now offer 130 product lines and over 
10,000 options for our customers to 
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choose from. One of our keys to success 
has been our willingness to listen to what 
our customers need rather than telling 
them what we think they need. Our sales 
team undertakes an extensive consultation 
process with each new or existing 
customer, which can take as little as a few 
weeks or as long as a year. It’s part of an 
effort to determine what the customer’s 
precise needs are; whether it’s command 
lights that can illuminate an entire 
football field or cameras that offer facial 
recognition from as far as a mile away, 
Fort Garry Fire Trucks can customize it 
for you.
Our full-framed aluminum extruded 
bodies utilizing 5083 saltwater marine-
grade aluminum include rescues, 
pumpers, pumper tankers, fire tankers, 
and aerial ladders. Our walk-in rescues, 
command rescues, and walk-around 
rescues are engineered for the harshest 
road conditions and environments in the 
world while our Emergency Rescue (ER-X) 
bodies are customized for flexibility and 
maximum performance with side-mount, 
top-mount, and top-mount-enclosed 
options available and incorporating other 
world-class features into your apparatus. 
Our emergency rescue bodies, provide 
fire departments with the performance 
of a pumper and the storage of a rescue. 
Be confident knowing you’re properly 
equipped for nearly any possible situation 
with our full-framed custom bodies.
Our Crusader pumpers are among 
the most dependable in the industry 
featuring our form-framed body structure 
made from 5052 freshwater marine-
grade aluminum and deliver more 
compartment space, a lower centre of 
gravity, and ergonomic side-mount or 
top-mount pump control configurations. 
While our Crusader tankers are 
designed for optimum performance and 
maneuverability, they’re also constructed 
with a form-framed body structure. At 
any scene, one crucial element is the 
availability of water, and our tankers 
feature a wide range of tank capacities 
from 1,500 to 3,000 imperial gallons, 
along with a variety of porta-tank storage 
options your fire department can choose 
from. 
Whatever your fire department’s needs 
are, we guarantee it will be One Tough 
Truck! 



Fort Garry Fire Trucks is the largest 
fire apparatus manufacturer in 
Canada and are proud builders of 
fire trucks, custom-built pumpers, 
aerial ladders, and related fire-fighting 
equipment. Our customers emanate 
from cities, towns, and municipalities 
throughout Canada, the U.S., and 
abroad with the harshest weather, 
climates, and terrain. 

Every aspect of design and 
construction is handled by Fort Garry 
employees, from painting to pump 

assembly. As we have grown over 
the years, so too has our product 
lines. Fort Garry Fire Trucks builds 
everything from small rescue trucks 
all the way up to our top-of-the-
line Bronto Skylift rescue ladder 
platform, with an articulating aerial 
device that can reach hard-to-
access areas. In fact, Fort Garry now 
offers 130 product lines and over 
12,000 options for customers to 
choose from for the most extreme 
conditions in the world—which is 
why we design “One Tough Truck.”

TAYLOR YOUNG
Alberta Regional 
Sales Manager

CALL US FOR MORE INFORMATION
AND FULL SPECIFICATIONS
ON ANY OF OUR VEHICLES.

1-800-565-3473
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